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The Last Survivors. Personal and Shared Narratives of war, famine and epidemics

Even after over seventy years, memories of those who survived World War II keep

challenging history. Although Romanian historiographers have written much on

account of this war, still, stories of ordinary people have been left largely unexplored.

For my research, I will carry out an analysis of stories told by the last survivors of WWII

from a village situated on the north-eastern border of Romania. It is the village where I

grew up. The local community had endured a sequence of terrible events: the passing

through of Romanian, Nazi and Soviet armies, as well as drought, famine, and

epidemics of scab, typhoid fever, and lice. The survivors are, in fact, the oldest people of

this community, being between 85 and 95 years old.

From the methodological point of view, this study is based upon a series of interviews

in oral history. These interviews are built on life stories. In my interviews I have targeted

not only personal accounts but also what the interviewees remembered as told by

others. As such, part of the stories is firsthand memories, and part is memories created

from what the witnesses heard from others' accounts after the war.

My study attempts to analyze the following aspects: the witnesses' relationship to the

past after seventy years, as well as the way they select what to share; how people

behave, during the interview in a community where others are no longer interested in

their stories.

Most of the people I interviewed as part of this research regarded the interview as a

platform for recounting and reevaluating the lives they lived. Because most of them

presently live by themselves, the interview gave them an opportunity to do that out

loud.
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Narrating the Flight of Bosnian Serbs from Sarajevo after the end of the war

After the signing of the Dayton agreement in 1995 more than 100 thousand Serbs who

had lived in suburbs of Sarajevo left the city. The facts on the ground that caused the

majority of Serbs to leave their homes due to the reintegration of Sarajevo have still not

been thoroughly analysed. Actually, it is kind of a taboo topic because, according to the

dominant Western narrative about the Bosnian war, the Serbs, or more precisely their

elites, were chiefly responsible for the war.

Based on fieldwork in Bosnia in 2016/2017 this paper analyses, categorizes and

summarizes all burdensome experiences which Serbs from Sarajevo had to go through.

Due to lack of historical context, there is a fundamental question as to why these

people decided to leave their defended homes en masse, especially in the peacetime

period. Following the diverse narratives of ex-Sarajevan Serbs, I try to distinguish all

different incentives and reasons for leaving Sarajevo and to answer a lot of interrelated

crucial questions: which factors influenced their final decision to leave? Did they leave

the city voluntarily or were they forced? If yes, were these Serbs collectively forced to

leave and manipulated by their political elites as Bosniak politicians and the

international community have been trying to suggest? Who is responsible for their

flight? Would it have been possible to somehow prevent this flight? And how their

narratives have changed over time?

Based on the research I have done so far, almost all interpretations of the flight of Serbs

from Sarajevo in the academic literature and western media, seem either incomplete,

superficial, biased, or even misleading. My aim is not to create an alternative

"counter-narrative", or deny the prevailing narrative. Instead I focus on some of the

neglected aspects of the mosaic of postwar development of BiH.
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"As if you wanted us to describe how a horse galloped 40 years ago, but we never

took notice of it."

Between 1961-1974, in a pre-democratic and late-colonial era, Portugal fought wars in

Angola, Mozambique and Guinea-Bissau in order to maintain its control over these

territories and save the last pieces of its colonial empire. These conflicts were also

characterized by the fact that numerous soldiers served in these wars after having been

deployed from a linguistically homogeneous country to remote regions with high rates

of linguistic diversity.

Based on oral history interviews of 28 men who were involved in these wars, this

contribution aims to provide an insight on how the informants perceived and narrated

issues linked to the linguistic situation encountered on the ground and to the usage of

African languages in these wars. Their testimonies also permit to reflect on the role of

language practices in the construction of power, as well as to discuss the utility of oral

history interviews for sociolinguistics as a tool to analyze language practices which took

place decades ago in a late-colonial war context.
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The Battle of Kangaba: An Oral History of The European Union TrainingMission in

Mali (EUTMMALI) by the Czech soldiers who fought in it

This year, on June 18, the group of jihadist's gunmen stormed a hotel complex Le

Campement Kangaba in Mali, near the capital Bamako. In this time, there was a welfare

activity of 12 Mission EUTM MALI Headquarter's members and dozens of civilians. Some

of them were killed or injured by terrorists.

About 40 soldiers from the Czech Republic are participating in the EUTM MALI as a force

protection unit and an advisory and a training team for the Malian Armed Forces.

In this terrible day, two of Czech quick reaction force teams (each of them has 5 soldiers)

were activated to supress armed terrorists and to free Mission Headquarter's soldiers

and civilians. Some of them were surrounded by the enemy in the hotel complex. Upon

arrival of the Czech soldiers, in cooperation with Malian and French soldiers, they won

the victorious battle.

After ten days from this terrorist attack, I was sent to Bamako in Mali as a military

combat historian by Military History Institue Prague to conduct an oral history research

of the Czech soldiers in order to acquire recorded and reflected private memories of

Czech soldiers who fought in the battle of Kangaba. The core of the matter was focused

on the battle – what narrators did, experienced, faced, felt and what they cope with.

Moreover, I also tried to catch as complex as possible picture of this recent battle

consequently document it for our next generations. I had a great opportunity to

execute an unique oral history research about military topic during the operation in

Mali at exceptionaly short time after the battle.

I will be honored, if you consider and accept my possible contribution as a potentially

beneficial one for IOHA 2018 congress.
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Unkept Promises

After April 30,1975, many South Vietnamese citizens "volunteered" to leave their

families for admission to the so-called re-education programs. They left with a belief

that they will return home in 2 months. Did they return home? In what way did they

return home? Why did they not return home? What happened to them in and out of

the "so-called" Vietnamese Re-Education Camps? What happened to their families?

Currently, the whole world knew about the "Final Solutions for the Jewish Questions"

which illustrated by the mass slaughter of over 6 million Jewish and non-Jewish

innocents, by the Nazi, in some 42,500 detention facilities.

Currently, it is still rarely told about what really happened to many South Vietnamese

after April 30, 1975. Was there a brain wash campaign or a "Killing Field"?

This proposal is focused on a brief review of the Vietnam War, the US participation

during and after this War, the Vietnamese culture, history and civilization. It is more

concentrated to the stories told by some Vietnamese political prisoners during and

after their stay in the "so called" Vietnamese Re-Education Camps.

The selection of these political prisonner-interviewees is complicated due to their

current residencies, in the USA, Canada, Australia, Europe... and specially due to their

cultural preferences which limit their scientific participation in the interview.

The interviews are conducted in Vietnamese and English, recorded (hopefully with the

technical assistance of many Oral History Centers in the USA and Canada) and stored

(hopefully at the US Library of Congress, via the US Story Corps).

Presenting Author: Oanh (Mary) Nguyen-Ta, MSW, LCSW

Independent Researcher

California, USA

August 30, 2017

Proposal I.D. # 1324

Key Word I.D # 907
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Memory of the resilience and resilient memory: oral narratives of repression

during the Spanish Civil War and Francoism

This paper explores the resilient strategies of those people who were politically or

ideologically repressed during Francoism. As part of a long term research fifty-seven

individuals were interviewed in depth in order to establish the strategies that they

adopted to overcome adverse situations. The memories of the interviewees not only

bring to light the diversity of resources used to face repression, but they also show how

their individual strategies of resilience were linked to a collective resilience framework

involving a large segment of the population who are still alive or who have handed on

their experiences to their descendants. Past memories are consequently connected in

the present with the (re)creation of a common identity and the restoration of dignity to

the victims, who were classified as criminals in historical and legal archives and also

suffered a process of social stigmatization. However, the aim of the research was not to

resurrect the conflict in a society that has been ideologically divided for decades nor to

transform history, but to cover the existing gaps in the official history. By doing this, the

intention was to strengthen the social and democratic values in a society that needs to

build a future that is free from the ideological confrontations of the past.
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